ORO DRUM MOTOR/PULLEY ALIGNMENT
If your drum motor begins to vibrate or vibration increases when drum speed
control is turned up or set to a different speed it is likely that the Pulley
attached to the drum motor is or has become slightly out of alignment. This can
happen during transit or over time as it would with a tire spinning on a vehicle
gets out of alignment.
1.
2.
3.

Listed below are the steps to realign your drum motor pulley:
Turn off and unplug unit.
Remove protective cover over drum pulley so you can reach The drum motor
pulley as seen in picture below:
Next using the correct size Hex key to loosen the pulley attached to drum
motor ( You may also be able to do this with just adjusting the pulley on
drum) Picture shows pulley adjustment on motor.

Locate Hex key pin on pulley and loose.

ORO DRUM MOTOR/PULLEY ALIGNMENT

Basically what you are wanting to do is align
the two pulleys so when speeds are changed
(Normal when speed is increased)
The belt should have a straight path from top
pullet to bottom.

Once you think all is aligned slightly tighten
pulley and test at various speeds from 1 to
10 (Or 0-100) And listen for vibration.
In some cases the high speed will still have
some vibration but you should not ever need
to turn drum speed past 9 or 90%.
Please Note on the ORO’s that a drum speed
of 7-8 may be needed for beans to tumble into
trier spoon. This is normal.
You goal during roasting is to have drum
running at a speed so beans tumble at a 45
degree angle when moving in drum. Some people never use drum speed control
while others choose to increase speed by 5-10% as roast approaches first crack.
Often increased speeds at this point will increase momentum of roast and
therefore you may want to reduce heat. These are all just suggestions on drum
speed control.
If you need more help please email the Tech Department at:
Tech@BuckeyeCoffee.com

